The purpose of this paper is to model the behavior of timber composite beams with interlayer slip, when simultaneously exposed to static loading and fire. A moisture-thermal state of the beams is analyzed by the Luikov equations, and the finite difference method has been used for their discretization. Furthermore, a mechanical behavior of timber composite beams has been modeled by Reissner's kinematic equations [8] , which, have been discretized by the finite element method. The obtained results show, that the material properties of timber play an important role in the fire resistance analysis of timber structures when exposed to fire.
Introduction
Multi-layered structures have been playing an increasingly important role in different areas of engineering practice, perhaps most notably in civil, automotive, aerospace and aeronautic technology. With the limitation to civil engineering, classical cases of such structures are steel-concrete composite beams in buildings and bridges, wood-concrete floor systems, coupled shear walls, concrete beams externally reinforced with laminates, sandwich beams, and many more. It is well known, that the behavior of these structures largely depends not only on different materials of individual components, but also by the type of their connection, e.g. see [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] . A full shear connection can hardly be realized in practice and thus only an incomplete or partial interaction between the layers can be obtained and an interlayer slip often develops. With its sufficient magnitude, it significantly affects the mechanical behavior of composite systems.
The capability to predict the behavior of timber, particularly when exposed to fire, has become increasingly important in the field of fire safety engineering. When numerically analyzing mechanical behaviour of load bearing timber beams in natural fires, the contributions of shrinkage-swelling, temperature, viscous creep and mechano-sorptive strains are of major importance. The development of all aforementioned strains is strongly affected by the actual temperature and moisture content distribution in the beams. Therefore, the determination of the spatial and temporal distribution of temperature and moisture content over the element according to ambient conditions is the first key phase of the analysis. When timber as a charring material is exposed to fire, it undergoes thermal degradation, i.e. pyrolysis. The pyrolysis of timber is a complex interplay of chemistry, heat, and mass transfer. It changes the timber to char and gases and consequently changes the density and other material characteristics. The process of thermal degradation starts when the temperature of timber reaches a certain threshold value which depends on the kind of timber, but is generally around 300
• C.
Assuming homogeneity of the temperature and moisture content field along the beam, the 2-D Luikov equations [7] are solved for the cross-section of the timber beam. Due to rectangular cross-section the finite difference method using an equidistant mesh of finite difference points is chosen for the solution.
When the distribution of temperature and moisture content over the cross-section is known for each time step of the analysis, it can be used in the second key phase of the analysis, the analysis of the mechanical response of timber composite beams when exposed to static loading and fire. The each layer of the composite timber beam is modeled by linearized Reissner's kinematic equations [8] .
Further we assume that the transverse separation between the layers is unfeasible. The mathematical model of the composite timber beam is described by a set of algebraic-differential equations and boundary conditions. The principle of virtual work has been employed as a basis for the finite element discretization. With the use of the derived model for the analysis of the behavior of composite timber beams exposed to fire, various parametric studies have been performed.
Governing equations
Heat and mass transfer is governed by the two second order non-linear partial differential equations (1-2) presented by Luikov [7] . The first equation describes heat conduction governed predominantly by temperature gradient but affected also by the effect of phase-change and heat on sorption and desorption, which depend by the speed of moisture changes. The second equation describes moisture diffusion governed predominantly by moisture potential but is also considerably affected by temperature gradients. Furthermore, anisotropy and temperature and moisture content dependent material properties are assumed. The equations can be written as:
In Eqs. • C), c m moisture capacity (kg/kg • M), ε ratio of vapour diffusion coefficient to coefficient of total moisture diffusion, h LV heat of phase change (J/kg), γ heat of sorption or desorption (J/kg), w moisture potential (
• M), t is time (s) and δ y , δ z thermogradient coefficient (
Moisture potential w is related to moisture content V by linear relation
The special solution of the system of governing differential equations (1-2) has to satisfy the initial and boundary conditions. The initial conditions prescribe the temperature and moisture potential of the cross-section of the beam at the initial time t = 0
and
The boundary conditions prescribe the heat and moisture flow on the exposed boundaries of cross-section. It is assumed that the flow magnitudes depend on the differences between temperature and moisture potentials on the boundary and in the surrounding air. In the heat boundary condition the effect of evaporation on the heat flow is added while in the moisture boundary condition the effect of temperature gradient is taken into account. Thus, the boundary conditions at the exposed surface of the exterior siding are given by balancing heat conduction and moisture transfer at the surface with the radiative and convective heat and convective moisture input. The boundary conditions can be written as
where e ny and e nz are components of the normal to the boundary surface, h c and h m are convective heat transfer coefficient (W/m 2 K) and convective moisture transfer coefficient (kg/s m 2 • M), respectively. T A is the temperature and w A is the moisture potential of the ambient. The second term in the right-hand side of Eq. (6) represents the radiative heat input where ε R is the effective surface emissivity of the exterior siding and σ is the Stephan-Boltzmann constant for radiation,
Composite beams are usually composed of various layers with different material characteristics. In addition to the boundary conditions (6-7), the conditions at the contact between the layers have to be prescribed.
where i marks the layer and j marks the contact between the layers i and i + 1. Therefore, T i j presents the temperature of layer i in the contact j.
The ambiental moisture potential is obtained through sorption isotherms. The effects of stress state and history of sorption are neglected. The above system of the equations Eqs.
(1-7) are solved by using finite difference method and a computer program written in M atlab environment.
The mechanical response of timber composite beams when exposed to static loading is described by the following Euler-Lagrange equations (see [4] ):
where
For a given load factor, λ, Eqs. (11)-(22) constitute a system of N sl (N ε + N γ + N κ ) + 9N sl non-linear algebraic equations for N sl (N ε + N γ + N κ ) + 9N sl unknowns. There are
, in 3N sl , and 3N sl external degrees of freedom, i.e., nodal displacement and rotations (22) at least one longitudinal boundary displacement of arbitrary layer must be prescribed. In the analysis of multi-layered composite timber beams under fire situations the algebraic system of non-linear equations (11)- (22) when written for the structure needs to be solved by an incremental-iterative way. The time interval [0, t] is divided into time steps [t s , t s+1 ]. For each time step s + 1 and a given loading factor λ s+1 , the nodal displacements (x s+1 ) are determined by the solution of the following system of equations
Numerical example
The following example will demonstrate the ability of the present numerical model for the stress-strain analysis of the multi-layered composite timber beams with partial interaction between the layers and charring of timber when simultaneously exposed to static loading and fire. It will describe accurately the temperature and moisture distribution and charring behaviour of layered beams at small elastic strains. We consider a simply supported two-layer composite timber beam subjected to uniformly distributed static load p Z . The descriptive geometric, material and loading data are given in Fig. 1 .
Figure 1: The descriptive geometric, material and loading data of the two-layer composite beam
The temperature and moisture content distribution and the formation of char layer in a timber two-layer composite beam exposed to three sides to standard fire conditions in considered. The upper edge is thermally isolated. Due to the symmetry of the cross-section and material and loading parameters only half of the cross-section can be considered (see Fig. 1 ). Since material properties at elevated temperatures are difficult to obtain, constant material properties of timber and char are used.
The results of the simulation of temperature and moisture distributions and formation of char at times 1, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60 minutes after exposure are set out in Figs. 2 and 3 . A boundary between the timber and the char is defined as a temperature isotherm of 300 • C. It can be seen that temperature gradients are the highest at the boundary between the timber and the char. Charring is the fastest at the beginning and due to the material properties of the char gradually decrease with Since the corners are subjected to heat and moisture transfer from two directions, charring is faster at these corners. From the Figs. 2 and 3 we can see also that the charring stars at the lower corner. As a result, a rounding effect occurs and shortly after the ignition the remaining load bearing cross-section is no longer rectangular. The calculated temperature and moisture distributions and the formation of the char will be used in the analysis of mechanical response of two-layer timber composite beams with interlayer slip when simultaneously exposed to static loading and fire.
When the temperature and the moisture distributions are known they can be used in the mechanical response analysis of the two-layer composite beam when simultaneously exposed to static loading and fire.
In order to determine the fire behaviour of load-bearing two-layer composite beams, it is necessary to establish the mechanical properties of these structures at elevated temperatures. In order to
Figure 4: (a) Mechanical properties (a reduced modulus of elasticity) at elevated temperatures of the two-layer beam proposed by various researchers; (b) Vertical deflections versus time; (c) Vertical deflections along the two-layer beam; (d) Vertical deflections along the two-layer beam calculated at different times
determine the fire behavior of load-bearing two-layer composite beams, it is necessary to establish the mechanical properties of these structures at elevated temperatures. For timber, the mechanical properties include strength and stiffness. As the temperature increases in timber, its strength and stiffness decrease. In general, at charring temperature 300
• C a strength and stiffness drop to zero. Fig. 4(a) shows the modulus of elasticity parallel-to-grain versus temperature as reported by different researchers. These mechanical properties have been used in the following mechanical response analysis. The two-layer timber beam is modeled by 10 finite elements, for which the strains are interpolated by the Lagrangian polynomials of 8 order. The time interval t = [0, 60 min] is divided into time steps dt = 5 s. Fig. 4(b) shows maximum vertical deflections for different mechanical properties proposed by various researchers. In addition, the static vertical deflection w S =2.993 cm which is constant with time is shown also. As shown in the Fig. 4(b) , the discrepancies of vertical deflections are relatively small in the first minutes, but later on a discrepancy between the vertical deflections calculated by different material models differs considerably. The maximum values of the vertical deflections are obtained by the use of EC 5 regulations [9] . A structural failure is usually defined as: when the the stresses caused by the applied load exceed the physical resistance of the beam, or when the span/deflection ratio drops below a certain value (usually L/w max 30), (see [10] ). In the latter case, it is said that the beam has failed due to deflection. The latter case is also used as a failure criterion in the present paper. Thus, the critical vertical deflection is w cr ≈13 cm. In this case the actual times to failure are: EC 5 (t ≈ 30 min);Östman (t ≈ 47 min); Preusser (t ≈ 56 min). Fig. 4(c) and 4(d) show distributions of vertical deflections along the two-layer composite beams calculated by different material models and different times t = 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60 minutes.
Conclusions
A numerical procedure for stress-strain analysis of multi-layered composite beams with interlayer slip and charring of timber when simultaneously exposed to static loading and fire has been proposed. The applicability of the present numerical model has been clearly illustrated by the numerical example, where is shown, that the material properties of timber have an important influence on the fire resistance of timber beams.
